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com
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Children's
Television
Information

Digital Core
Programming

Section

Question

Response

Station Type

Station Type

Network Affiliation

Affiliated network

NBC/CW/ABC

Nielsen DMA

Sherman-Ada

Web Home Page Address

www.kten.com

Question

Response

State the average number of hours of Core Programming per week broadcast by the station on its main program

3.19

stream
State the average number of hours per week of free over-the-air digital video programming broadcast by the

336.0

station on other than its main program stream
State the average number of hours per week of Core Programming broadcast by the station on other than its

8.46

main program stream. See 47 C.F.R. Section 73.671:
Does the Licensee provide information identifying each Core Program aired on its station, including an indication

Yes

of the target child audience, to publishers of program guides as required by 47 C.F.R. Section 73.673?
Does the Licensee certify that at least 50% of the Core Programming counted toward meeting the additional
programming guideline (applied to free video programming aired on other than the main Yes No program
stream) did not consist of program episodes that had already aired within the previous seven days either on the
station's main program stream or on another of the station's free digital program streams?

Yes

Digital Core
Programs(24)

Digital Core Program (1 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Jack Hanna's Into The Wild (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Saturday 11:00-11:30am

Total times aired at regularly scheduled time

12

Total times aired

12

Number of Preemptions

1

Number of Preemptions for other than

1

Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled

0

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and informational

In this series, Jack Hanna travels around the world to see different kinds of

objective of the program and how it meets

animals in their natural habitat. Jack talks about animal conservation and how

the definition of Core Programming.

to help prevent animal extinction. Aired on Channel 10.3.

Does the Licensee identify the program by

Yes

displaying throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (2 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Jack Hanna's Wild Countdown (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 8:00-8:30am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Total times aired

13

Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for other

0

than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled

0

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

Jack Hanna hosts this educational show about wildlife. It explores each species and

informational objective of the

draws comparisons between the different types within each species. Likewise, it

program and how it meets the

lends itself to discussions about environmental protection and conservation. Airs on

definition of Core Programming.

Channel 10.3.

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying throughout the
program the symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (3 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 8:30-9:00am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Total times aired

13

Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for other

0

than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled

0

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

This series hosted by Jeff Corwin explores the Earth's least understood resource,

informational objective of the

the ocean. It presents important marine concerns and delves into the cause of each

program and how it meets the

issue and attempts to further understand how best to address each concern. Airs on

definition of Core Programming.

Channel 10.3.

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying throughout the
program the symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program
(4 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Sea Rescue (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program

Saturday 9:00-9:30am

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired

13

Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience

Describe the

Sea Rescue showcases amazing stories of the rescue, rehabilitation and return to the wild of

educational and

marine animals by a team of dedicated veterinarians, animal care experts, animal science

informational

researchers and government authorities. Led by one of the nation's most recognized and

objective of the

respected journalists, Sam Champion, Sea Rescue takes viewers on incredible and heartwarming

program and how it

adventures through a combination of first-hand accounts, expert insight and remarkable footage.

meets the definition of

Airs on Channel 10.3.

Core Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (5 of 24)

Response

Program Title

The Wildlife Docs 101 (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30-10:00am

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired

13

Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for
other than Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

The half hour weekly series, The Wildlife Docs, follows the surprising, exotic, and challenging lives of

educational and

a veterinary staff that cares for over 2,000 animals. From nutrition to treatments, x rays to surgery,

informational

preventative care to emergencies, this educational and informational program will allow viewers to

objective of the

witness a kaleidoscope of wild experiences through the eyes of our Veterinary Team. Unpredictable

program and how it

events unfold giving viewers a glimpse of the enormity, variety, and quality of treatment that sets the

meets the definition

standard for animal care. Airs on Channel 10.3.

of Core
Programming.
Does the Licensee
identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol
E/I?

Yes

Digital Core
Program (6
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Rock The Park (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00-10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Rock the Park is a weekly half-hour series produced and designed to educate and inform children 13-16

educational

years of age. The series taps into America's love affair with our national parks. In this awe-inspiring and

and

entertaining series our hosts, Jack Steward and Colton Smith, come face to face with nature and some of

informational

the most amazing places on earth. The viewers will learn, along with Jack and Colton, about the wonders of

objective of

nature and the variety of wild animals that inhabit America. Viewers will witness the fascinating activities of

the program

the massive brown bears of the Katmai National Park in Alaska, mammoth glaciers crashing into the sea,

and how it

and Jack and Colton facing their fears on the quest to make the climb of their lives in North Cascades

meets the

National Park in Washington. Jack and Colton's adventures on Rock the Park will inspire families to go out

definition of

and explore the vast resources that the national parks provide. Airs on Channel 10.3.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program (7 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Born To Explore (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 10:30-11:00am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly scheduled

13

time
Total times aired

13

Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for other than

0

Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled

0

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

This series is a travel-adventure series that attempts to increase awareness

informational objective of the program

about lesser-known people and places of the world. It displays many of the

and how it meets the definition of Core

diverse cultures across the globe and their customs. Airs on Channel 10.3.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify the program

Yes

by displaying throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (8 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave (10.1)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 10:00am-10:30am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

12

scheduled time
Total times aired

12

Number of Preemptions

1

Number of Preemptions for other

1

than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions

0

Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

2 years to 5 years

Describe the educational and

Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave follows best friends Ruff-Ruff (an excitable puppy), Tweet

informational objective of the

(a lovable and thoughtful chick), and Dave (a unique, blue panda) on a day of

program and how it meets the

adventure, discovery and play. Each episode will reveal a new adventure about

definition of Core Programming.

making choices. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying throughout
the program the symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (9
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Astroblast (10.1)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:30-11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

12

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

12

aired
Number of

1

Preemptions
Number of

1

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Astroblast is the space station and home of six animal characters in Bob Colar's book series of the same

educational

name. The space station is managed by an over-confident and exuberant commander, Comet the dog. The

and

crew includes Sputnik the pig, a very knowledgeable reader; Haley, a rabbit, Comet's true peer and an

informational

athlete; Radar the monkey, who is somewhat self-involved, Jet, a silent alligator whose gestures and

objective of

expressions are his mode of communication, and Sal, a congenial 3-eyed octopus who runs the counter in

the program

the Smoothie Shack, the space station cafe. While the space station supports the missions of a bizarre and

and how it

diverse array of aliens, the Smoothie Shack is the hub of social interaction for the galaxy. There is always

meets the

something happening at Astroblast and everyone on the crew has plenty to learn to keep the community

definition of

happy and on an even keel. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (10
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Nina's World (10.1)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30-10:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

12

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

12

aired
Number of

1

Preemptions
Number of

1

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Nina's World is animated show based on a six year old Latina, who lives in San Antonio, Texas with her

educational

parents, who own the local bakery, and her Abuela (grandmother). Her Tio (Uncle) Javier lives nearby and

and

there are lots of different children and adults from several different cultures in the apartment complex and

informational

neighborhood where she lives. Nina's best friend is Star, a stuffed starfish pillow character brought to life by

objective of

Nina's imagination. Each episode features Nina taking on a challenge, solving a problem, or finding a way to

the program

help others. She is very confident about her abilities, which sometimes gets her into trouble. However, with

and how it

encouragement and chiding from Abulela, Nina learns about how to plan her work, take responsibility for her

meets the

actions, and correct her mistakes. Aired on Primary Digital Channel

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program (11 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Jack Hanna's Into The Wild (10.1)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Sunday 10:00-10:30am

Total times aired at regularly scheduled

11

time
Total times aired

11

Number of Preemptions

2

Number of Preemptions for other than

2

Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled

0

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

In this series, Jack Hanna travels around the world to see different kinds of

informational objective of the program and

animals in their natural habitat. Jack talks about animal conservation and how

how it meets the definition of Core

to help prevent animal extinction. Aired on Primary Digital Channel.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify the program by
displaying throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (12
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Calling Dr. Pol (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:00-7:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of
Program

30 mins

Yes

Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Calling Dr. Pol is a weekly half-hour series that explores the fascinating occupation of veterinary medicine.

educational

Designed to educate and inform viewers aged 13-16 and the entire family this inspiring series invites

and

viewers to share in the experiences of Dr. Pol. An enthusiastic, naturally-inclined and well-rounded scholar,

informational

Dr. Pol has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 35 years. Caring for more than 19,000 patients, Dr.

objective of

Pol has seen it all. Specializing in large farm animals, Dr. Pol, his family and veterinary staff also care for

the program

animals of all shapes and sizes. Each week audiences will have a chance to understand the challenges and

and how it

rewards of this fulfilling profession and learn that the work doesn't end at the clinic; Dr. Pol often takes his

meets the

talents to the road by helping sick or injured animals on neighboring farms and ranches. With the added

definition of

benefit of Dr. Pol's expert analysis and on-screen factoids, viewers will have the opportunity to learn about

Core

the biology and behavior of various domesticated animals and livestock. Unstoppable and unflappable, this

Programming.

Doc is a legend in the community and provides an entertaining view of the veterinary profession. Airs on
Channel 10.2.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (13
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Calling Dr. Pol (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:30-8:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of
Program

30 mins

Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Calling Dr. Pol is a weekly half-hour series that explores the fascinating occupation of veterinary medicine.

educational

Designed to educate and inform viewers aged 13-16 and the entire family this inspiring series invites

and

viewers to share in the experiences of Dr. Pol. An enthusiastic, naturally-inclined and well-rounded scholar,

informational

Dr. Pol has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 35 years. Caring for more than 19,000 patients, Dr.

objective of

Pol has seen it all. Specializing in large farm animals, Dr. Pol, his family and veterinary staff also care for

the program

animals of all shapes and sizes. Each week audiences will have a chance to understand the challenges and

and how it

rewards of this fulfilling profession and learn that the work doesn't end at the clinic; Dr. Pol often takes his

meets the

talents to the road by helping sick or injured animals on neighboring farms and ranches. With the added

definition of

benefit of Dr. Pol's expert analysis and on-screen factoids, viewers will have the opportunity to learn about

Core

the biology and behavior of various domesticated animals and livestock. Unstoppable and unflappable, this

Programming.

Doc is a legend in the community and provides an entertaining view of the veterinary profession. Airs on
Channel 10.2.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (14 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Dogtown USA (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:00-8:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired

13

Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the

This series will inspire young people to pursue their dreams while valuing the importance of dedicating

educational and

oneself to the greater good of community and family. Dog Town, USA will demonstrate the powerful

informational

interaction between humans and animals with a focus on our canine companions. Each week, Dog

objective of the

Town's highly skilled staff and internationally renowned experts first create a safe sanctuary for dogs

program and

from around the world. Then, "Dog Town USA's" medical professionals provide personal care to each

how it meets the

dog beginning the detailed process of rehabilitation in preparation for uniting each dog with a loving new

definition of Core

family and home. Airs on Channel 10.2.

Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (15 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer Family Edition (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:30-9:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (16 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer Family Edition (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00-9:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.
Does the
Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Yes

Digital Core
Program (17 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer Family Edition (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30-10:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (18 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer Family Edition (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00-10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (19
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Save Our Shelter (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:30-11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled

Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Save Our Shelter is a series focusing on the "rescue" of animal shelters and pets in need across America.

educational

Each week, hosts Rocky Kanaka and Rob North, with the help of local community members, transform

and

rundown shelters into highly functioning pet showplaces in the hopes that a new facade will ultimately result

informational

in more adoptions and more lives saved. Produced for children 13-16 years old, Save Our Shelter will

objective of

inform young people about the urgent need for pet adoption throughout the United States and how providing

the program

a clean and well-equipped home is essential to a pet's healthy lifestyle. Save Our Shelter will demonstrate

and how it

to young people that the proper care of pets reflects our best human qualities. By expressing this ultimate

meets the

example of kindness, teens will learn an important educational lesson that will stay with them for life. Airs on

definition of

Channel 10.2.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (20 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Hatched (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:30am-12:00pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled

Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Hatched is an educational and informational series dedicated to teaching children aged 13-16 about how

educational

to successfully pursue their entrepreneurial dreams. Each week, a seasoned team of business leaders

and

instruct basic but critical business skills needed to bring a product from concept to the marketplace. A

informational

unique program that combines entertainment with business school, Hatched will focus on the skills needed

objective of

to launch a product. It will help young people develop the confidence and business savvy to execute a

the program

detailed business plan that includes product pricing, packaging, marketing and investment strategies.

and how it

Hatched brings young entrepreneurs to the table encouraging them to step up and seize their dreams. Airs

meets the

on Channel 10.2.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (21
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dream Quest (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:00-11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times
aired at
regularly
scheduled
time

13

Total times

13

aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of

0

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Dream Quest is a weekly half-hour series produced for children 13-16 years of age. The series literally

educational

brings the world to young people and their families by fulfilling the desire to learn through experience. Our

and

ship is a floating classroom designed to give families the real-life education of a lifetime. Lead by a

informational

seasoned captain, cruise director and highly skilled crew, Dream Quest brings families on an interactive

objective of

voyage where they learn about the world's amazing oceans, the animals that swim beneath the water and

the program

the ecological advancements underway to preserve and protect our most precious resources. Each week,

and how it

the Dream Quest crew utilizes the ship's indoor and outdoor specially designed facilities to engage a lucky

meets the

family in a dynamic "classroom on the sea." Families will learn how scientific education can lead to careers

definition of

that are rewarding and illuminating, while spending time together on amazing adventures. Teens will learn

Core

what it takes to pursue their dreams, and may be inspired to try something new along the way. Airs on

Programming.

Channel 10.2.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (22
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Floogals (10.1)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00-9:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

12

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired

12

Number of

1

Preemptions
Number of

1

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

0

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Floogals is an animated show starring three space aliens, Fleeker, Flo and Boomer, who have been sent to

educational

Earth to explore, investigate, discover and report their findings to their superiors at Floogal headquarters.

and

The diminutive Floogals are no taller than a large safety pin and their visual perspective is literally the point

informational

of view of the show. With the multiple challenges of their size and ignorance of all things human, the

objective of

Floogals have a lot of work on their hands. They are engaged in the dual processes of discovery and

the program

problem solving as nothing on Earth is familiar to them. Much like young children, they begin by

and how it

encountering something new and then go through a comedic multi-step process of watching, listening,

meets the

touching, and note-taking until they have figured out what and how their new discovery fits into the human

definition of

universe. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program (23 of 24)

Response

Program Title

The Chica Show (10.1)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 11:00-11:30am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

11

scheduled time
Total times aired

12

Number of Preemptions

2

Number of Preemptions for other

2

than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions

1

Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

2 years to 5 years

Describe the educational and

This show revolves around a 5 year old chick who through the course of the show

informational objective of the

learns socio-emotional lessons on how to express herself properly, think before she

program and how it meets the

acts, and interact with others effectively. She often learns that it takes hard work and

definition of Core Programming.

practice to become proficient at the different skills.

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying throughout
the program the symbol E/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

The Chica Show (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled

05/28/2016 08:00 AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2016-05-28

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Digital Core
Program (24
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:30am-12:00pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

6

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

12

aired
Number of

7

Preemptions
Number of

7

Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

6

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of
Program

30 mins

Sports

Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Noodle and Doodle is a live-action show hosted by Sean Roach that also blends animation and puppetry

educational

into the overall format. Sean drives a double-decker bus into various communities to meet children who

and

have written to him with a problem that they would like to solve using an art and/or a food experience. Sean

informational

is accompanied by Noodle, a puppet character and Doodle, a digital character that lives inside a tablet

objective of

computer, and Doggity, a faithful beagle. Doggity has a mini-show of his own through an animated alter ego

the program

that appears during diversionary segments set in a restaurant kitchen. The show demonstrates how

and how it

recycled materials can become art and how food, art, and problem solving can be combined to create a fun

meets the

experience in everyday life. Every episode can be replicated at home with ease by parents and children

definition of

playing together.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled
Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

No

Date Preempted

2016-04-09

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled

05/07/2016 08:30 AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2016-05-07

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #3
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled

04/30/2016 08:30 AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2016-04-30

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #4
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled

05/28/2016 08:30 AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2016-05-28

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #5
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled

04/16/2016 08:30 AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2016-04-16

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #6
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle and Doodle (10.1)

List date and time rescheduled

04/02/2016 08:30 AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2016-04-02

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Non-Core
Educational and
Informational
Programming (0)

Sponsored Core
Programming (0)

Liaison Contact

Question

Response

Does the Licensee publicize the

Yes

existence and location of the station's
Children's Television Programming
Reports (FCC 398) as required by 47
C.F.R. Section 73.3526(e)(11)(iii)?
Name of children's programming

Samantha Eastlack

liaison
Address

3914 Wistar Road

City

Richmond

State

VA

Zip

23228

Telephone Number

(804) 672-6565

Email Address

seastlack@lockwoodbroadcast.com

Include any other comments or

KTEN 10.3 pre-empted Jack Hanna's Into the Wild on 6/4/2016 for the X-games.

information you want the Commission

KTEN 10.1 aired Noodle and Doodle in its second home on 4/2, 4/9, 4/16, and 4/30

to consider in evaluating your

for Soccer Barclay's Premier League. KTEN 10.1 aired Noodle and Doodle in its

compliance with the Children's

second home on 5/7/2016 for NHL Hockey. KTEN 10.1 pre-empted Jack Hanna's

Television Act (or use this space for

Into the Wild on 5/15/2016 for Soccer Barclay's Premier League. KTEN 10.1 aired

supplemental explanations). This may

The Chica Show and Noodle and Doodle in their second homes on 5/28/2016 for

include information on any other

French Open Tennis. KTEN 10.1 pre-empted Floogoals, Nina's World, Ruff Ruff

noncore educational and informational

Tweet & Dave, Astroblast, The Chica Show, and Noodle and Doodle on 6/4/2015

programming that you aired this

for French Open Tennis. KTEN 10.1 pre-empted Jack Hanna's Into the Wild on 6/5

quarter or plan to air during the next

/2016 for French Open Tennis. One or more episodes of children's programming

quarter, or any existing or proposed

that was pre-empted during the quarter was not rescheduled. The Digital Core

non-broadcast efforts that will

Programming Summary section of this report would not permit the station to

enhance the educational and

include pre-emption reports for unscheduled pre-emptions, and the FCC Staff has

informational value of such

advised that no pre-emption report for unrescheduled episodes is necessary.

programming to children. See 47 C.F.
R. Section 73.671, NOTES 2 and 3.

Other Matters (24)

Other Matters (1 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Floogals

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Saturday 9:00-9:30am

Total times aired at regularly scheduled time

13

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

2 years to 5 years

Describe the educational and informational

Join Captain Fleeker, First Officer Flo and Junior Boomer on a mission of

objective of the program and how it meets the

exciting discovery as they explore Earth and the funny "hooman" creatures

definition of Core Programming.

that live here. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Other Matters (2 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Nina's World

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 9:30-10:00am

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

2 years to 5 years

Audience from
Describe the

Nina's World, a new Sprout original series, tells the story of imaginative 6-year-old Nina, based

educational and

on the childhood of the beloved character Nina from Sprout's The Good Night Show. Nina invites

informational objective

you to join her and best friend, Star, on a day of fun within her vibrant and colorful neighborhood.

of the program and how

Every day transforms into a new excursion around the neighborhood - celebrating family,

it meets the definition of

community, diversity and wonder. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Core Programming.

Other
Matters (3 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Astroblast

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:30a-11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of
Program

30 mins

Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Astroblast is the space station and home of six animal characters in Bob Colar's book series of the same

educational

name. The space station is managed by an over-confident and exuberant commander, Comet the dog. The

and

crew includes, Sputnik the pig, a very knowledgeable reader; Haley, a rabbit, Comet's true peer and an

informational

athlete; Radar, the monkey, who is somewhat self-involved, Jet, a silent alligator whose gestures and

objective of

expressions are his mode of communication, and Sal, a congenial 3-eyed octopus who runs the counter in

the program

the Smoothie Shack, the space station cafe. While the space station supports the missions of a bizarre and

and how it

diverse array of aliens, the Smoothie Shack is the hub of social interaction for the galaxy. There is always

meets the

something happening at Astroblast and everyone on the crew has plenty to learn to keep the community

definition of

happy and on an even keel. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (4 of
24)

Response

Program Title

The Chica Show

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:00-11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

The Chica Show features a five year old baby chick that spends her days with her parents in their costume

educational

shop, the Coop. The shop's one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica's nanny and the ensemble is rounded

and

out with Bunji, a large floppy eared rabbit, and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window. In each

informational

episode Chica develops or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve. Usually her issues

objective of

involve impulse control, distractability, judgement, and interpersonal behaviors. She and Kelly usually work

the program

on the problem through an adventure, a fantasy transformation to animation, where Bunji and Stitches come

and how it

alive and join Chica and Kelly for the probelm solving process. The core educational content is primarily

meets the

socio-emotional development as Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, and

definition of

interact with other effectively. She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to become proficient at

Core

different skills. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Programming.

Other
Matters (5 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Noodle and Doodle

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:30am-12:00pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Noodle and Doodle is a live-action show hosted by Sean Roach that also blend animation and puppetry into

educational

the overall format. Sean drives a double-decker bus into various communities to meet children who have

and

written to him with a problem that they would like to solve using art and/or a food experience. Sean is

informational

accompanied by Noodle, a puppet character and Doodle, a digital character that lives inside a tablet

objective of

computer, and Doggity, a faithful beagle. Doggity has a mini-show of his own through an animated alter ego

the program

that appears during diversionary segments set in a restaurant kitchen. The show demonstrates how

and how it

recycled materials can become art and how food, art and problem solving can be combined to create a fun

meets the

experience in everyday life. Every episode can be replicated at home with ease by parents and children

definition of

playing together. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Core
Programming.

Other Matters (6 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Jack Hanna's Into The Wild

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Sunday 10:00-10:30am

Total times aired at regularly scheduled

13

time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

In this series, Jack Hanna travels around the world to see different kinds of

informational objective of the program and

animals in their natural habitat. Jack talks about animal conservation and how

how it meets the definition of Core

to help prevent animal extinction. Aired on Primary Digital Channel.

Programming.

Other Matters (7 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Jack Hanna's Into The Wild (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Sunday 11:00-11:30am

Total times aired at regularly scheduled time

13

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and informational

In this series, Jack Hanna travels around the world to see different kinds of

objective of the program and how it meets

animals in their natural habitat. Jack talks about animal conservation and how

the definition of Core Programming.

to help prevent animal extinction. Airs on Channel 10.3.

Other Matters (8 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Jack Hanna's Wild Countdown (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 8:00-8:30am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

Jack Hanna hosts this educational show about wildlife. It explores each species and

informational objective of the

draws comparisons between the different types within each species. Likewise, it

program and how it meets the

lends itself to discussions about environmental protection and conservation. Airs on

definition of Core Programming.

Channel 10.3.

Other Matters (9 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 8:30-9:00am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

This series, hosted by Jeff Corwin, explores the Earth's least understood resource,

informational objective of the

the ocean. It presents important marine concerns and delves into the case of each

program and how it meets the

issue and attempts to further understand how best to address each concern. Airs on

definition of Core Programming.

Channel 10.3.

Other Matters (10 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Born To Explore (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 10:30-11:00am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly scheduled

13

time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

This series is a travel-adventure series that attempts to increase awareness

informational objective of the program

about lesser-known people and places of the world. It displays many of the

and how it meets the definition of Core

diverse cultures across the globe and their customs. Airs on Channel 10.3.

Programming.

Other Matters (11 of
24)

Response

Program Title

Sea Rescue (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program

Saturday 9:00-9:30am

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

Sea Rescue showcases amazing stories of the rescue, rehabilitation and return to the wild of

educational and

marine animals by a team of dedicated veterinarians, animal care experts, animal science

informational objective

researchers and government authorities. Led by one of the nation's most recognized and respected

of the program and

journalists, Sam Champion, Sea Rescue takes viewers on incredible and heartwarming adventures

how it meets the

through a combination of first-hand accounts, expert insight and remarkable footage. Airs on

definition of Core

Channel 10.3.

Programming.

Other
Matters (12
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Rock the Park (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00-10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Rock the Park is a weekly half-hour series produced and designed to educate and inform children 13-16

educational

years of age. The series taps into America's love affair with our national parks. In this awe-inspiring and

and

entertaining series our hosts, Jack Steward and Colton Smith, come face to face with nature and some of

informational

the most amazing places on earth. The viewers will learn, along with Jack and Colton, about the wonders of

objective of

nature and the variety of wild animals that inhabit America. Viewers will witness the fascinating activities of

the program

the massive brown bears of the Katmai National Park in Alaska, mammoth glaciers crashing into the sea,

and how it

and Jack and Colton facing their fears on the quest to make the climb of their lives in North Cascades

meets the

National Park in Washington. Jack and Colton's adventures on Rock the Park will inspire families to go out

definition of

and explore the vast resources that the national parks provide. Airs on Channel 10.3.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters (13 of
24)

Response

Program Title

The Wildlife Docs (10.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30-10:00am

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

The half hour weekly series, The Wildlife Docs, follows the surprising, exotic, and challenging lives of

educational and

a veterinary staff that cares for over 2,000 animals. From nutrition to treatments, x rays to surgery,

informational

preventative care to emergencies, this educational and informational program will allow viewers to

objective of the

witness a kaleidoscope of wild experiences through the eyes of our Veterinary Team. Unpredictable

program and how it

events unfold giving viewers a glimpse of the enormity, variety, and quality of treatment that sets the

meets the definition

standard for animal care. Airs on Channel 10.3.

of Core
Programming.

Other Matters (14 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 10:00-10:30am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

2 years to 5 years

Describe the educational and

Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave follows best friends Ruff-Ruff (an excitable puppy), Tweet

informational objective of the

(a lovable and thoughtful chick), and Dave (a unique, blue panda) on a day of

program and how it meets the

adventure, discovery and play. Each episode will reveal a new adventure about

definition of Core Programming.

making choices. Airs on Primary Digital Channel

Other
Matters (15
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Calling Dr. Pol (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:00-7:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times
aired at
regularly
scheduled
time

13

Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Calling Dr. Pol is a weekly half-hour series that explores the fascinating occupation of veterinary medicine.

educational

Designed to educate and inform viewers aged 13-16 and the entire family this inspiring series invites

and

viewers to share in the experiences of Dr. Pol. An enthusiastic, naturally-inclined and well-rounded scholar,

informational

Dr. Pol has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 35 years. Caring for more than 19,000 patients, Dr.

objective of

Pol has seen it all. Specializing in large farm animals, Dr. Pol, his family and veterinary staff also care for

the program

animals of all shapes and sizes. Each week audiences will have a chance to understand the challenges and

and how it

rewards of this fulfilling profession and learn that the work doesn't end at the clinic; Dr. Pol often takes his

meets the

talents to the road by helping sick or injured animals on neighboring farms and ranches. With the added

definition of

benefit of Dr. Pol's expert analysis and on-screen factoids, viewers will have the opportunity to learn about

Core

the biology and behavior of various domesticated animals and livestock. Unstoppable and unflappable, this

Programming.

Doc is a legend in the community and provides an entertaining view of the veterinary profession. Airs on
Channel 10.2.

Other
Matters (16
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Calling Dr. Pol (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:30-8:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Calling Dr. Pol is a weekly half-hour series that explores the fascinating occupation of veterinary medicine.

educational

Designed to educate and inform viewers aged 13-16 and the entire family this inspiring series invites

and

viewers to share in the experiences of Dr. Pol. An enthusiastic, naturally-inclined and well-rounded scholar,

informational

Dr. Pol has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 35 years. Caring for more than 19,000 patients, Dr.

objective of

Pol has seen it all. Specializing in large farm animals, Dr. Pol, his family and veterinary staff also care for

the program

animals of all shapes and sizes. Each week audiences will have a chance to understand the challenges and

and how it

rewards of this fulfilling profession and learn that the work doesn't end at the clinic; Dr. Pol often takes his

meets the

talents to the road by helping sick or injured animals on neighboring farms and ranches. With the added

definition of

benefit of Dr. Pol's expert analysis and on-screen factoids, viewers will have the opportunity to learn about

Core

the biology and behavior of various domesticated animals and livestock. Unstoppable and unflappable, this

Programming.

Doc is a legend in the community and provides an entertaining view of the veterinary profession. Airs on
Channel 10.2.

Other Matters
(17 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Town, USA (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:00-8:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

This series will inspire young people to pursue their dreams while valuing the importance of dedicating

educational and

oneself to the greater good of community and family. Dog Town, USA will demonstrate the powerful

informational

interaction between humans and animals with a focus on our canine companions. Each week, Dog

objective of the

Town's highly skilled staff and internationally renowned experts first create a safe sanctuary for dogs

program and

from around the world. Then, "Dog Town USA's" medical professionals provide personal care to each

how it meets the

dog beginning the detailed process of rehabilitation in preparation for uniting each dog with a loving new

definition of Core

family and home. Airs on 10.2.

Programming.

Other Matters
(18 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer With Cesar Millan (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:30-9:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(19 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer With Cesar Millan (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00-9:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(20 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer With Cesar Millan (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30-10:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

how it meets

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on 10.2.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(21 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer With Cesar Millan (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00-10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

og Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

and

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

informational

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

objective of the

families to better understand how to deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to Great

program and

Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

how it meets

transformations first-hand and discover how to be a responsible pet owner. Airs on Channel 10.2.

the definition of
Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (22
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Save Our Shelter (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:30-11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Save Our Shelter is a series focusing on the "rescue" of animal shelters and pets in need across America.

educational

Each week, hosts Rocky Kanaka and Rob North, with the help of local community members, transform

and

rundown shelters into highly functioning pet showplaces in the hopes that a new facade will ultimately result

informational

in more adoptions and more lives saved. Produced for children 13-16 years old, Save Our Shelter will inform

objective of

young people about the urgent need for pet adoption throughout the United States and how providing a

the program

clean and well-equipped home is essential to a pet's healthy lifestyle. Save Our Shelter will demonstrate to

and how it

young people that the proper care of pets reflects our best human qualities. By expressing this ultimate

meets the

example of kindness, teens will learn an important educational lesson that will stay with them for life. Airs on

definition of

Channel 10.2.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (23
of 24)

Response

Program Title

Dream Quest (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:00-11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Dream Quest is a weekly half-hour series produced for children13-16 years of age. The series literally

educational

brings the world to young people and their families by fulfilling the desire to learn through experience. Our

and

ship is a floating classroom designed to give families the real-life education of a lifetime. Lead by a

informational

seasoned captain, cruise director and highly skilled crew, Dream Quest brings families on an interactive

objective of

voyage where they learn about the world's amazing oceans, the animals that swim beneath the water and

the program

the ecological advancements underway to preserve and protect our most precious resources. Each week,

and how it

the Dream Quest crew utilizes the ship's indoor and outdoor specially designed facilities to engage a lucky

meets the

family in a dynamic "classroom on the sea." Families will learn how scientific education can lead to careers

definition of

that are rewarding and illuminating, while spending time together on amazing adventures. Teens will learn

Core

what it takes to pursue their dreams, and may be inspired to try something new along the way. Airs on

Programming.

Channel 10.2.

Other Matters
(24 of 24)

Response

Program Title

Hatched (10.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:30am-12:00pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child
Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the

Hatched is an educational and informational series dedicated to teaching children aged 13-16 about how

educational

to successfully pursue their entrepreneurial dreams. Each week, a seasoned team of business leaders

and

instruct basic but critical business skills needed to bring a product from concept to the marketplace. A

informational

unique program that combines entertainment with business school, Hatched will focus on the skills needed

objective of

to launch a product. It will help young people develop the confidence and business savvy to execute a

the program

detailed business plan that includes product pricing, packaging, marketing and investment strategies.

and how it

Hatched brings young entrepreneurs to the table encouraging them to step up and seize their dreams. Airs

meets the

on Channel 10.2.

definition of
Core
Programming.

Certification

Question

Response

The undersigned certifies that he or she is (a) the party filing the Children's Television Programming, or an
officer, director, member, partner, trustee, authorized employee, or other individual or duly elected or
appointed official who is authorized to sign on behalf of the party filing the Children's Television Programming;
or (b) an attorney qualified to practice before the Commission under 47 C.F.R. Section 1.23(a), who is
authorized to represent the party filing the Children's Television Programming, and who further certifies that he
or she has read the document; that to the best of his or her knowledge, information,and belief there is good
ground to support it; and that it is not interposed for delay.
FAILURE TO SIGN THIS APPLICATION MAY RESULT IN DISMISSAL OF THE APPLICATION AND
FORFEITURE OF ANY FEES PAID
Upon grant of this application, the Authorization Holder may be subject to certain construction or coverage
requirements. Failure to meet the construction or coverage requirements will result in automatic cancellation of
the Authorization. Consult appropriate FCC regulations to determine the construction or coverage
requirements that apply to the type of Authorization requested in this application.
WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENTS MADE ON THIS FORM OR ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE PUNISHABLE BY
FINE AND/OR IMPRISONMENT (U.S. Code, Title 18, §1001) AND/OR REVOCATION OF ANY STATION
AUTHORIZATION (U.S. Code, Title 47, §312(a)(1)), AND/OR FORFEITURE (U.S. Code, Title 47, §503).
I certify that this application includes all required and relevant attachments.

Yes

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that I am an authorized representative of the above-named applicant for

Samanta

the Authorization(s) specified above.

Eastlack

Traffic
Coordinator
07/11/2016

Attachments

No Attachments.

